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Abstract— This work is presented with “Structural-thermal 

analysis of disc brake rotor have different slot and design” 

which studies about on disc brake rotor by Modelling & 

analysis of different shapes of slots of dissimilar vehicle’s 

disc brake rotor with equal outer diameter & inner mounting 

position of holes on wheel hub. Structural-Thermal Analysis 

of different vehicle such as (Bajaj pulsar, CB Shine, CB 

Unicorn, Yamaha Z) real model of disc brake rotor of Bajaj 

pulsar 150 and disc brake Rotor of dissimilar forms of slots 

of different vehicle’s in one Disc brake rotor. Hence, it gives 

optimise stress, deformation & temperature of disc brake 

rotor & also good heat dissipation. From comparing the 

different results obtained from FEM analysis software results, 

it is concluded that deformation & Von Mises stress and 

temperature obtained from Bajaj disc brake rotor is minimum 

as compare to another disc brake rotor. So Bajaj disc brake 

rotor is best possible design for the present application. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important active safety features of 

automobile is a disc brake assembly which is located on the 

front axle. Brake disc rotor is the important component of the 

disc brake system. For safe driving the brake system is to be 

good enough to provide safe and repeatable stopping. Brake 

pads which are made up of friction materials are to be pressed 

against disc rotor on both sides hydraulically by using brake 

calliper device. When friction pads are pressed against the 

disc, the kinetic energy of the vehicle gets converted into heat 

and the vehicle gets decelerated. The heat generated 

dissipates into surroundings. So brake systems work with the 

principle of converting kinetic energy of the vehicle into heat 

through friction acting between brake pads and the rotor. So 

the efficiency of the brake system depends on the amount of 

friction between the pads and the rotor and how well the 

generated heat gets dissipated into surroundings failing which 

may lead to the failure of the brake system due to overheating 

and thermal stresses. 

This study is concern with heat and temperature 

distribution on disc brake rotor. In this paper, finite element 

analysis. 

Advanced has been directed in order to classify the 

temperature distributions of disc brake rotor. ANSYS14.5 has 

been used as Finite elements software to perform the thermal 

analysis of disc brake. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

The present investigation is aim to study:-      

 Design front brake disc rotor (Bajaj pulser150cc bike,CB 

Shine,CB Unicorn, Yamaha Z )using CATIA V5 having 

its standard specification 

 Structural analysis carried by disc brake rotor by 

applying suitable boundary condition 

 Using structural-thermal analysis calculate stress, 

deformation, temperature of (Bajaj pulser150cc bike, CB 

Shine, CB Unicorn, Yamaha Z )and compare result  

III. METHODOLOGY 

 Study of Disc Brake, Material, Components Design of 

Disc brake rotor of (Bajaj pulser150cc bike,CB 

Shine,CB Unicorn, Yamaha Z ) CATIA V5 

 Analyze same model by using ANSYS. 

 Structural-thermal Analysis using ANSYS. 

 Calculate stress, Deformation ,temperature of selected 

disc by applying boundary condition 

 Compare result and Conclusion 

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW 

M.A.Maleque [1] has developed weighted property method for 

selection of optimum material for application of brake disc 

system, to use light weight material instead of cast iron. Two 

methods were used for the selection of materials, such as cost 

per unit property and digital logic methods. Cast iron, 

aluminum alloy, titanium alloy, ceramics and composites 

Material performance requirements were analysed and 

alternative solutions were evaluated. Mechanical properties 

including compressive strength, friction coefficient, wear 

resistance, thermal conductivity and specific gravity as well 

as cost, were considered as the key parameters in the material 

selection stages. The analysis result shows that aluminium 

metal matrix composite as the most suitable material for 

brake disc. Vaibhav A.Ajmire [2]evaluating the performance 

of disc brake rotor of a bike under severe braking conditions 

through Transient Thermal and Structural Analysis of the 

Rotor of Disc and there by assist in disc rotor design and 

analysis. “Structure Optimisation of the disc brake”, the 

action force, friction force and brake torque on rotor disc are 

calculated by the simple methods of disc brake. Comparison 

has been done  between the rotor disc of a standard 

motorcycle “Bajaj Pulsar” and a non-standard rotor disc to 

find out the relationship value between brake torque, rotor 

disc dimension etc. Manjunath T V [3] studied analysis the 

thermomechanical behaviour of the dry contact of the brake 

disc during the braking phase. The coupled thermal-structural 

analysis is used to determine the deformation and the Von 

Mises stress established in the disc for the both solid and 

ventilated disc with two different materials to enhance 

performance of the rotor disc. A comparison between 

analytical and results attained from FEM is complete and all 

the values obtained from the analysis are less than their 

allowable values. Hence best suitable design, material and 

rotor disc is suggested based on the performance, strength and 

rigidity. N.Balasubramanyam [4] had investigated the 

numerical simulation for the thermos-elastic behaviour of 
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disk brake is obtained in the repeated brake condition. The 

computational results are presented for the distribution of 

heat flux and temperature on each friction surface between 

the contacting bodies. Also, thermos-elastic instability (TIE) 

phenomenon (the unstable growth of contact pressure and 

temperature) is investigated in the study, and the influence of 

the material properties on the thermos-elastic behaviours (the 

maximum temperature on the friction surfaces) is 

investigated to facilitate the conceptual design of the disk 

brake system. Finally they discuss the thermos-elastic 

behaviours of the carbon-carbon composites with excellent 

mechanical properties Based on numerical results. Viraj 

Parab [5] Design the model a disc. Structural and Thermal 

analysis is to be done on the disc brakes using three materials 

Stainless Steel and Cast iron & carbon carbon composite. 

Structural analysis is complete on the disc brake to certify the 

strength of the disc brake and thermal analysis is done to 

analyse the thermal properties. Comparison can be done for 

deformation, stresses, temperature etc. form the three 

materials to check which material is best. Lemi Abebe [6] 

made an analyse the brake disc using analytical as well as 

finite element analysis for its temperature as well as thermal 

stress distribution. Four different materials were selected for 

this purpose namely cast iron, merging steel, Aluminium 

metal matrix composites and E-Glass. By using vehicle 

specifications the parameters like brake torque, heat flux and 

single stop temperature were calculated. Maximum 

temperatures were calculated for all the materials using 

analytical method as well as finite element analysis. 

Maximum principal stresses were also calculated using both 

analytical as well as finite element analysis. The results 

obtained were compared and found that ALMMC has less 

temperature and less stress. Mahmood H.Dakhil[7] Optimized 

design of performance of disc brake using finite element 

analysis for evaluating the performance under severe braking 

conditions. Cast iron and stainless steel stay used equally disc 

brake materials. They investigate the effect of the temperature 

distribution with the deformed shape and stress distribution 

of disc brake rotor design by using different braking 

conditions. From the results of the above data, the service life 

and long term stability is ensured. A steady static structure 

analysis has been carried out to investigate the temperature 

variation across the disc using the axis symmetric finite 

elements. Advance structural analysis is also approved out by 

Joined Field Analysis. Possible. Venkatramanan R[8] 

investigate and analyse the temperature distribution of rotor 

disc during operation using Ansys. The standard disc brake 

two wheelers model using in Ansys and done the Thermal 

analysis and also calculate the Heat flux, Temperature of disc 

brake model and also design of a disc brake which is proposed 

with copper liner on its brake disc, the heat transfer of existing 

and hybrid disc will be calculated for finding the 

effectiveness of heat transfer. Mr. Milind H.Pendkar[9] 

Calculate thermal stress creating on disc of 150 cc pulsar. 

After evaluating result they found that, after apply brake on 

disc the heat flux goes on decreases and become zero after 

certain time and maximum stress on disc near the bolt where 

it mounted on wheel and maximum temperature in disc where 

disc directly contact to the brake shoe. Telang A.K[10] 

Redesigning of the braking system by substitution of lighter 

material like aluminium and carbon composite brakes. 

Composite materials provide such unique combination of 

properties. They suggest the alternate materials for 

automobile brake applications which are aluminium 

composites. Rakesh Jaiswal [11] When brake is applied to the 

disc brake it is subjected to high stress, thus it may suffer 

structural and wear issues. Hence for the better performance, 

structural, stress and the thermal analysis is preferred to 

choose low stress material. They prepare the model and 

analyse stress concentration, structural deformation and 

thermal gradient of disc brake. Here the disc brake is designed 

by using Solid works and analysis is done by ANSYS 

workbench R14.5. 

V. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

Discs are made up mainly grey cast iron, so discs are 

damaged in one of three ways: scarring, cracking, warping or 

excessive rusting. When brakes are applied then there is 

friction between brake pad and rotor surface due to this 

temperature of the brake disc increases and is subjected to 

thermal stresses. Due to this disc causes cracking scarring 

warping so a careful design and material selection is 

necessary to avoid the premature failure of the disc brake 

A. Modelling of disc brake rotor 

Disc brake rotor has been 6 holes diameter 7 mm arranged 

equally. There are 36 holes Surrounding disc Diameter 7 mm 

arranged equally. Outer diameter of disc brake is 240mm and 

inner diameter is 108mm pitch circular diameter of disc brake 

is 126mm and thickness is 4mm with the help of this standard 

specification I create model in CATIA V5 and save in igs file 

after that import in ANSYS 14.5 for doing finite element 

analysis 

B. Specification 

 Diameter of tire=432mm 

 Outer diameter of rotor disc=240mm 

 Pitch circular diameter of rotor disc=124mm 

 Inner diameter of disc rotor=110mm 

 Thickness of disc rotor=4mm 

 Mass of vehicle =143kg 

 Maximum speed of vehicle 115km/h=31.94m/s 

 Rotational speed=147.87rad/sec 

 Brake torque=120N.m 

 Maximum pressure apply on disc break=1Mpa 

 Coefficient of friction=0.4-0.5 
 Pad brake area =2000mm2 

 Distance travelled of vehicle before braking=126.81m 

 Time taken to stop vehicle=8sec 

 Disc brake material (original) =Grey cast iron 

C. Calculation 

1) Energy generated during braking (K.E)  

= k   γ = 9915.99J 

2) Braking power =  = 1239.49w 

3) Area of contact = π - ) = 20910.44  

4) Heat flux =  = 0.0592761  

5) Pressure = 1Mpa 

D. Material Properties 
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Properties 
Material 

Cast iron 

Compressive strength (Mpa) 1293 

Friction coefficient (µ) 0.410 

Wear rate×  2.36 

Specific heat (KJ/Kg.K) 0.46 

Specific gravity(Mg/m3) 7.2 

Table 1 Material properties Gray cast iron 

 
Fig. 1: Disc brake model Bajaj pulsar 

 
Fig. 2: CB shine disc brake rotor 

 
Fig. 3: CB Unicorn disc brake rotor 

 
Fig. 4: Yamaha Z disc brake rotor 

VI. FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS 

Transient Thermal and Structural Analysis of the Rotor of 

Disc Brake is aimed at evaluating the performance of disc 

brake rotor of a bike under severe braking conditions and 

there by assist in disc rotor design and analysis. An inquiry 

into usage of new materials is necessary which develop 

braking efficiency and provide greater stability to vehicle. 

This investigation can be done using ANSYS software along 

with the modelling software CATIA V5. 

A. Structural Analysis  

In this section study about stress, deformation on rotor disc 

under condition of static equation. After completion of the 

finite element model it has to constrain and load has to be 

applied to the model.  

Structural-Boundary condition:-Select material grey 

cast iron, fix 6 hole face have zero degree of freedom, apply 

pressure 1MPa and rotational velocity147.870rad/sec 

 
Fig. 5: von misses stress in Bajaj pulsar disc brake 

 
Fig. 6: Total deformation of Bajaj pulsar disc brake rotor 

 
Fig. 7: Von misses stress CB Shine disc brake 

 
Fig. 8: Total deformation in CB Shine disc brake  

 
Fig. 9: Von misses stress in CB Unicorn disc brake  
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Fig. 10: Total deformation in CB Unicorn disc brake  

 
Fig. 11: Von misses stress in Yamaha Z disc brake  

 
Fig. 12: Total deformation in Yamaha Z disc brake  

B. Thermal Analysis 

Thermal analysis is a very important analysis for brake disc. 

By the help of thermal analysis we can find out the 

temperature, heat flux & thermal analysis calculates the other 

thermal quantities in a system or component. 

C. Thermal Boundary Condition 

Apply heat flux to the contact between pad surface and rotor 

surface, set initial temperature, convection=30w/ on 

those surfaces of rotor which not contact with rotor, pressure 

value apply for disc is 1Mpa 

D. Thermal Analysis Bajaj Pulsar 

 
Fig. 13: Temperature distribution in Bajaj pulsar disc brake 

 
Fig. 14: Temperature distribution in CB Shine disc brake 

 
Fig. 15: Temperature distribution in CB Unicorn disc brake 

 

 
Fig. 16: Temperature distribution in Yamaha Z disc brake 

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Comparison of von misses stress and Deformation of 

(Bajaj pulsar, CB Shine, CB Unicorn, Yamaha Z) 

parameter 
Bik

es 

Bajaj 

pulsar 

CB 

Shine 

CB 

Unico

rn 

Yama

ha Z 

Stress (MPa)  3.38 6.129 
5.037

8 
4.498 

Deformation

(mm) 
 

0.0007

148 

0.001

488 

0.001

302 

0.000

886 

Table 1: Comparison of von misses stress and Deformation 

of (Bajaj pulsar, CB Shine, CB Unicorn, Yamaha Z) 

From above table it can be seen that the von misses 

stress and Deformation of Bajaj pulsar disc brake is less than 

other disc brake hence Bajaj pulsar is better design for disc 

brake rotor 

B. Comparison of temperature distribution in disc brake 

rotor 

 

 

 

Bike

s 

Bajaj 

pulsa

r 

CB 

Shin

e 

CB 

Unicor

n 

Yamah

a Z 

Temperatur

e oC 
 93.92 

94.4

2 
106.06 106.73 

Table 2: Comparison of maximum temperature of difference 

in disc brake design 
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From comparing the different results obtained from 

FEM analysis software results, it is concluded that 

deformation & Von Mises stress and temperature obtained 

from Bajaj disc brake rotor is minimum as compare to another 

disc brake rotor. So Bajaj disc brake rotor is best possible 

design for the present application 
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